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Yet another journal in the computer field! How ever can we vindicate its creatio 
Simply by showing the usefulness and the originality of its intemkd 
by ensuring that that purpose is going to be fulfilled. 
Science of Computer Programming is intended to further the pu~~icat~~~ o 
systematic and formulated knowledge on program design. This allows for specifis 
case studies as well as more general techniques of program develop.77snt, an2 
implies the use of the classical scientific method, to foster economy irm h in 
and repeatability sf rho effects of proposed laws. This intended role shasul~! be 
clearly useful, being at the heart of what can be called the first intellectual in 
in our history: it should assist far-reaching disciplines like prctgra 
methodology, software engineering, and design technology, which t lxmxxAves 
underlie notational systems, support systems, and production systems. 
The originality of the irrtended purpose should be manifest too. Nowadays the 
computer field tends to be partitioned off in classes of tools or applications, s 
as languages, systems, architecture, data bases, graphics, mathematical software, 
or engineering. In consequence, the thoughts, if MY, written about the software 
design activity remain scattered over many publication media. A forum wh 
studies on programming can be pooled and erchanged should thus 
superfluous. To be sure, there already exlist groups, in research or develloprnent 
centres, nationally and internationally, which serve that purpose, but thev necessi- 
tate interaction by word of mouth between physically present persor.s. I%xI~~, a
forum based on the written word should be of value too; it could facilitate communi- 
cation within and between generations, and across unkind beun 
exemplified by the library of Alexandria. In recent years, relevant book 
to appear, but no correspssmdlng jourrral exists as yet. 
To ensure that SCP fulfills its purpose will be less straightforward. In actual fact, 
it is often hard to extract, to explicat 
underlying intellectual constructions; 
traascription or the autops 
2 Editor&d 
“,~~~tt~iy the laur~&~fag of Science of Computer Programming is a hazardous 
Yet, b& the ris’k and the trouble are worth taking, in the light of the 
ibte bn&ts for the mlinds who wiil construct programs. 
